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1. Fill in the missing letter. Write the days of the week.
M__nd__y

T__ __ sday

T__ __ rsday

S__ t __ rday

W__ __nesday

2. Write the numbers and dates.
a) 26.08.1966

___________________________

b) 358

___________________________

c) 14.01.2009

___________________________

3. Write “some”, ”any”, “a”, “an”.
a) There are _________ books on the table.
b) There is _________ pen on the desk.
c) Are there __________ pictures on the wall?
d) There is ____ orange in my bag.
e) There aren’t _________ flowers in the vase.
4. Fill in “on”, “in” or “at”
a) Dad doesn’t play football ____ Monday.
b) I work hard _____ weekends.
c) The summer holiday is ____ August.
d) I get up ____7o’clock in the morning.
e) My birthday is ___the eight of September.

5. Fill in gaps with the verbs.
reading, ride, walk, wearing, comes, makes, go, were, plays, visiting, having, was,
thinking, walking.
Hi! My name is Maria. I’m in the 4th grade. I usually ______ on holiday in winter.
How lovely the mountains and the trees are in winter! They are all white with snow. I
always ___________ in the forest, and __________ on a sleigh. My younger brother
sometimes ____________ with me. He ___________ a snowman and _____________
with snowballs.
But now I’m not on holiday in winter. It’s summer and I’m ____________ Greece
with my parents. I’m ____________ a blue T-shirt and I’m ___________ near the sea. My
mother is ____________ a book. My father is ___________ lunch. I’m ____________
about my last holiday. My parents and I __________ in Paris. It __________ a fantastic
holiday!
6. Answer the questions. Use the prepositions of place.

Where is the cat?

The cat is under the bed.

Where is the window?

_______________________________________________

Where is the ball?

_______________________________________________

Where is the lamp?

_______________________________________________
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